
T he Onondaga County Department of Water Environment 

Protection’s Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) features 32 

multistage centrifugal blowers, which supply air to eight 1.4-million-gal 

aeration tanks. The tanks are at the heart of a facility serving the 270,000 

residents of Syracuse, N.Y., and much of Onondaga County. Employing 

state-of-the-art engineering, the plant design features energy efficiency, 

equipment redundancy and flexible process capacities ranging from an 

average of 84 to 126 million gal per day (mgd), with a total hydraulic 

capacity of 240 mgd during wet-weather events.

The original filters were not pro-
vided as specified and alternate filters 
were accepted at the recommendation 
of the contractor. After all, a simple, 
passive device such as an intake filter 
is often not a key consideration in 
blower packages. The same assump-
tions about initial restriction, filter 
cleaning and cost recovery were valid 
for decades: “Choose a filter rated at 
120% of blower capacity and every-
thing will work out just fine.”  

The ultra-modern Onondaga 
County WWTP, however, originally 
included a new intake filter specifica-
tion. In order to realize energy effi-
ciency, the design called for a 

cartridge-style 8-in. outlet intake filter 
silencer that offered 99% nominal effi-
ciency on 1-micron particles that would 
show just 2 in. W.G. initial restriction at 
3,300 standard cu ft per minute.  

Maintenance Superintendent Jim 
Renk, who has served Onondaga 
County for 30 years, was at the time 
a mechanical engineer for the plant. 
“Right away, we started having prob-
lems with the filters,” Renk said. 
“The high pressure drop was trip-
ping alarms and collapsing filters, so 
we reset our alarm limits to protect 
the blowers and went back and really 
studied the blower specifications and 
learned a lot.”
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Left: Blower building interior with Endustra Tri-Vent® P09 intake 

filter silencer and differential pressure gauge at the Metropolitan 

Syracuse WWTP.

Middle: Aeration basins and blower building exterior at the 

Metropolitan Syracuse WWTP.

Right: Aeration basins and blower buildings at the Metropolitan 

Syracuse WWTP. The plant has 16 buildings, each housing two 

multi-stage centrifugal blowers.

Ross Sanford received the assign-
ment to study the problem and then 
spearhead the solution. Sanford is 
now retired, but at the time was crew 
leader and lead supervisor for the 
Predictive Maintenance Group at the 
plant. What Sanford discovered, after 
studying the original blower specifica-
tion and then gathering physical data, 
was that initial restrictions across 
clean filter elements were in the 4- 
to 4.5-in. range—double the design 
specifications. Vibration analysis and 
laser alignment further suggested that 
the filters were causing undue strain 
on the blowers, and high amp draws 
confirmed that problem.  

In order to keep the plant run-
ning, the only recourse was to clean 
filter elements and dispose of them 
up to eight times a year. Sixteen 
blower buildings housing 32 blowers 

added up to more than 250 replace-
ments every year, plus weekly clean-
ings. Every time an element had to be 
cleaned or changed, the job required 
two people. 

“The filter lids weighed in excess 
of 100 lb, and each element weighed 
nearly 60 lb,” Renk said. “We were 
cleaning filters all the time, and 
that was a safety issue because of 
the excessive weight.”  

Temporary Fix
Sanford called upon Edco Sales, 

a Syracuse-area filtration specialist. 
Edco brought in Terry Yow, national 
sales manager for Endustra Filter 
Manufacturers. Endustra’s inlet filter 
was used as the model for the perfor-
mance specifications. Changing the 
filter housings was the immediate 
suggestion, but cost concerns 

initially ruled out a capital expendi-
ture of more than $70,000 for filters 
that were still considered new.  

As an interim solution, Endustra 
designed an element to be used with 
the existing housings that offered 
increased surface area that could 
withstand the differential pressures. 
For the better part of the next year, 
the plant continued to clean and 
change filter elements, but the ele-
ments were no longer collapsing. 

Based on this incremental suc-
cess, the county purchased a sin-
gle 95%-at-5-micron Endustra P09 
intake filter silencer approved by 
the blower manufacturer in late 
2003. Onondaga staff made plans 
to conduct a cost-benefit analysis 
by recording gauge and amp-volt 
readings every month for one year. 
The Endustra housing was installed 
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alongside an existing filter, and 
the testing began.  

Initial restriction across the Endus-
tra filter silencer was 0.8 in. W.G., 
compared to 4.5 in. W.G., and initial 
amp draws were noted as being 4.5 
amps lower. “We had learned that 
increased surface area would mean the 
filters would last longer, but it turns 
out that the design of the filter hous-
ing has a lot to do with blower perfor-
mance as well,” Renk said.  

As the months went by, two main-
tenance technicians continued to 
change and clean filter elements on 
31 of the 32 blowers. The Endustra 
P09 filter required no cleaning and 
no changes. Ten months into the test, 
the gauge read 3.2 in. W.G at 2,200 
cu ft per minute—still lower than 
the initial restriction on the original 
filters. It was estimated that the filter 

element might last an additional six 
to eight months before a cleaning or 
change would be necessary.  

Permanent Solution
Based on energy savings of $2,136 

per filter per year, plus maintenance 
and labor savings, Sanford deter-
mined that the payback duration for 
retrofitting all 32 blowers would be 
approximately one year. The county 
fast-tracked the request into the bid-
ding process. Endustra was the suc-
cessful bidder with high-performance 
housings and elements, and the 
entire aeration system was refitted.

Four years after the installation of 
the Endustra Tri-Vent P09s, the county 
has saved hundreds of thousands of dol-
lars in energy bills and no one cleans 
filters anymore. “The elements last so 
long that filter cleaning is no longer 

cost-effective,” Renk said. “We just wait 
until the delta-P gets too high. The life 
on these elements is excellent.”  

When it is time to change filters, 
the job requires only one person and 
eliminates many safety concerns 
because the Endustra hood and 
element each weigh 20 lb. Further 
benefits realized by making the 
change include reduced vibration and 
reduced bearing wear. WWD

Jim Renk is maintenance superinten-
dent for Onondaga County Department 
of Water Environment Protection. 
Renk can be reached at 315.435.2260 
or by e-mail at jimrenk@ongov.net. 
Robert Geyer is president and chief 
executive officer of Endustra Filter 
Manufacturers. Geyer can be reached 
at 800.521.1008 or by e-mail at 
robert.geyer@endustra.com.
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No Compromise
For a generation, everyone 
assumed that high-efficiency 
filters increased maintenance 
costs, and the only way to 
make a filter element last 
longer was to allow more dirt 
to pass through.  This is known 
as “the filtration compromise.”  

Tri-Vent® technology makes 
no compromise. Our high-
efficiency filters reduce 
energy consumption, and our 
exclusive Enduralast® Synthetic 
Media provide optimal filter 
element life in the harshest 
environments.

Reduce cost, reduce weight, 
and reduce maintenance. Don’t 
compromise.

Model #

Enduralast® Element Number

FLG 
Size

Nominal Dimensions
Rated 
Flow
SCFM

WeightUltra 
Synthetic, 

99.97% eff. @  
1-μ (nom) 

Hi-Flow 
Synthetic, 
98% eff. @ 
10-μ (nom)

A B C

P09RG- E045773 E047933 3" 16 8 18 600 30

P09RH- E045773 E047933 4" 16 8 18 900 30

P09RR- E045773 E047933 5" 16 8 18 1100 30

P09RI- E045773 E047933 6" 16 8 18 1350 30

P09RI- E045774 E047934 6" 26 11 21 2000 50

P09RI- E045775 E047935 6" 27 15 25 2250 60

P09RJ- E045774 E047934 8" 26 11 21 2500 60

P09RJ- E045775 E047935 8" 27 15 25 2900 70

P09RJ- E045776 E047936 8" 28 20 29 3300 75

P09RK- E045774 E047934 10" 26 11 21 3750 70

P09RK- E045775 E047935 10" 27 15 25 4000 75

P09RK- E045776 E047936 10" 28 20 29 4250 80

P09RL- E045775 E047935 12" 27 15 25 5150 85

P09RL- E045776 E047936 12" 28 20 29 6500 85

P09RL- E045777 E047937 12" 38 26 35 8250 90

P09RM- E045777 E047937 14" 38 26 35 12,000 105

P09RN- E045777 E047937 16" 38 26 35 15,000 115

P09RS- E045777 E047937 18" 38 26 35 18,000 125

TYPICAL NOISE ATTENUATION
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Options
• 3-6" NPT 

connections
• Wire Mesh 

Medium, 
60% eff. 
@ ISO Fine 
Dust

• Stainless 
steel or 
aluminum

• Custom 
fittings

• Special 
coatings 

• FDA/USDA 
standards

• HEPA/ULPA
• Over 75 

media types© 2009, Patents & Patents Pending.

Tri-Vent® Series P09 
Intake Filter Silencers

FLOW CURVE

PRESSURE DROP - INCHES H20
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